Be Ready.
Be Safe.
Be Ready.
Be Safe.
A ready New Yorker is what I’ll be in case there is an emergency.
A radio is one thing I must get. If it has batteries, I’ll be all set.
If the power goes out, a flashlight is key
to helping everyone see safely.
Food to eat can’t be forgotten. I’ll pack things that won’t go rotten.
Keep a Go Bag in a safe place. It’s wise to be ready—just in case!
Your Go Bag is not all set if it doesn't have one of these yet.

Bright Idea

Color the ● spaces blue. Color the ○ spaces yellow.

Name ___________________________________________________________
Help Dino Get to Radio!

Draw a path from Dino to Radio.

Dino needs to listen to updates, it’s true. That’s how he’ll know just what to do!
Scrambled Supplies

Which supplies go together?
Draw a line from each picture in the top row to the matching picture in the bottom row.
Smart Shopper

Help Dino shop. Circle five emergency supplies.

If it must stay cold, it’s not something my Go Bag should hold.
What a Difference!

These pictures have five differences. Circle them on the top picture. Make an X on them on the bottom picture.
Directions
Cut out each puppet and tape a craft stick or straw to the back. Then use the story starters to act out the safety scenarios.

Story Starters
- It is very windy. A hurricane is headed your way!
- It’s July. The power is out, and your apartment is very hot.
- You hear a rumble. It’s an earthquake.
- You hear sirens and look out the window. There is a fire on the next block.
- The snow is piling up fast. The TV weather person says the blizzard will last until tomorrow night.
Congratulations!

is a Ready New Yorker!

Signed ___________________________ Date ________________